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5. automated application dropper - an attacker goes about as an application
vendor and puts a malicious code/data inside an application package. then this

malicious code/data initiates some interface dialogues or pop-ups when the
software package is opened or updated, which transfers information to the
attacker's machine. in this instance, the attacker is performing a 'dropper'
operation, which is basically to infect targeted victim computers by using

suspicious or legitimate remote access servers. 6. torrent contamination attack
- when a file which is being transmitted with a particular quantity of source
information gets contaminated with as many as 500mb of malware, the cpu
utilization of the victim's computer system can sharply increase. also with

malware infection, the pc is not able to function normally, and the victim will
suffer from a frustration moment. in this instance, the malicious code gets

embedded into a normal file and gets downloaded into the victim's machine by
a torrent client where it will infect the victim's machine. in the event that a

payload gets integrated into the windows operating system, it will be named a
msi-installer. this is a bundle of files that will be downloaded by windows itself
as part of the windows installation process. generally, msi-installers are quite
large because they consist of: an installer program that performs the actual
installation of windows or an application an external script that contains the

application logic a record file that provides the necessary information (such as
the software license information) for the software installation
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now, pkzip offers six compression functions, which are listed and grouped by
level of compression: level 1: lzv1 (default) compress data from source to target

with a maximum of 50% gain. level 2: lzr1 (default) compress data with a
maximum of 12% gain. level 3: lzh1 (default) compress data with a maximum of

10% gain. levels 4 to 6: (available only with pkzip 5ec8ef588b
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